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The curxent trends of seafood supply shortages and.
price hikes have made government and industry people look
at new seafood species in order to fulfill the increasing
domestic demand for the ocean's products. One of the more
promising species for use ae a human food product is squ1d.

Mhile squid is eaten in many areas of the world, it
has gained. very little acceptance in the U.S. max'ket. Some
strong negative attitudes towards squid. persist among
American consumers.

This work attempts to determine the market potential
for three processed squid products which were developed at
M.I.T.~ a squid chowder, a squid cocktail, and. fried squid.
rings,

Market xaseaxch, aimed at estimating the potential
trial and repeat purchase rates for these squid products,
»as conducted in the Boston metropolitan area. The results
show that Mile repeat pux'chase would. be high, trial purchase
would, be extremely lo»  due to the stxong negative attitudes
towards squid. held. by the American consumer!. Combining

.these results with the characteristics of the seafood
industry, a conclusion of not introducing these products
onto the domestic market was reached.

However, during the couxse of the research, certain
interesting possibilities in the export of squid to Europe
and in ne» product concepts were uncovered.
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Chapter 1 - Problem and Purpose of Stud.y

h o INTRODUCTION

h program oi investigation was initiated in 1971 in

the Department of Nutrition and Pood Science at N.I.T, to

determine the potential value of squid. as food for the

hmerican consumer. The pro!ect was funded in part by the

N.I.T. Sea Grant Program and, «as specifically designed to

study <

1! Nethods of processing squid for the manufacture

of food. products,

2! the chemical characteristics of squid. muscle

proteins,

3! the acceptability of squid and. squid products by

the hmerican consumer.

this report deals with the last of these questions

and is an account of the work done by the author from June

197$ to Nay 1974.

Due to current supply shortages and. price hikes of

various seafoods, the government and private organizations

are investigating the possibility of using several under-

utilized marine animals as a source of food. for human

consumption. In order to be suitable as a human food., marine

animals must be palatable, nutritious, and capable of being

caught economically' Squid is quite acceptable on all three

accounts~ however very little is known regarding the poten-



tial demand for it. This work hopes to determine ~here

demand for squid. products exists, which products exhibit

potential for success, and how to market these products

most effectively+

While I have strived to look at the question of

marketing squid to the entire U.S. market, actua1. market

resea~ has been 11mited to the Boston metropolitan area,

This was necessitated. by time and. financial constraints.

Thus, any extrapolation of results beyond this area must be

viewed carefully due to the high seafood or1entation and

demographic characteristics of' the Boston area. In con!unc-

tion with this viewpoint, an emphasis has been placed. on the

possible establishment of a squid fishery in the Maw England.

area+

B,

The current trend of rising food prices coupled

with supply shortages of certa1n seafood speoiee makes the

introduction of a new seaf'ood. product particularly timely.

Price hikes for such species as lobster, shrimp and clams

have been particularly alarming. These price hikes can be

attributed to both supply an5, demand factors,

From the supply side, four factors have limited the

amount of the American catch<

1! Certain species, like salmon and tuna, have been

fished so 1ntansively that landings are now at or near the



current technology's potential harvest. While American

fishermen fish for over 200 species, ten of these account

for 75/ of the total U.S, catch,

2! Foreign fishing, in what was once exclusive

American fishing waters, has limited. the U.S. catch. For

example, the Northwest Atlantic, one of the richest fishing

areas of the world, has been infiltrated to such an extent

that BOQ of the catch off the New England and Canadian

shores has been by foreign vessels. The Japanese, Russians,2

Spaniards, Poles, West and. East Germans have fished exten-

sively in these waters.

3! The American fishing fleet has fallen technologi-

cally behind those of the Japanese and. Russians. The large

factory boats employed. by the Japanese and. Russians are

many times more efficient than the trad1t1onal New England

trawler.

0! Habitat mod.ifications such as harbors, nuclear

plants and dams have locally upset the ecology of many

species. In the same way, pollution has had a detrimental

effect on our fish resources.

1 Shapiro, Sidney, Our Chan in Fisher es, United States
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1971, p. 20

2 Ibid., p.25



Xn contrast to speoies displaying present and. future

supply shortages, squid. is believed ta be in ample supply

and is currently vastly underharvested. hlso, squid can be

caught economically employing either current ar new flsh1ng

apparatus and, put onto market at a lower price than most

fish speoies.

hggravati.ng the supply' problem is the highly selec-

tive nature of the U.S. fish market, awhile American per

oapita consumption is lo» oompared to other countries, the

narrow range of acceptable products puts intense pressure

on these species, although this pressure tends to raise the

price of these speoies, thus inviting new species introduc-

tion at lower prices, this phenomenon may also create an

effective barrier to ne» seafood produot introduction. Ho»-

ever, as witnessed by recent beef price,hikes, Americans

»111 use substitutes in their food diets once existing

product prices get out of hand, a situation »hioh many

believe is currently facing the seafood industry.

Since squid is easily digested, has a high protein

content, and. has an appealing flavor, it is regarded as a

prime eandldate for human consumption. Squid has another

advantage in that 804  by weight! of its body is edible,

compared to yields of KQ'�$ for most marine animals,~

3 Idy'll, C.P., "Resources of the Sea Part Two' Pood. Resources
of the Sea beyond. the Continental Shelf Excluding Pish",
U.N. Economic and Social Council, February 1968, p. 53



Finally, squid may have signif1cant utilization in

industrial products such as fishmeal, high protei.n concen-

trate fillers, and oil reduction bv-products.

C. IFFICULTIES FORESEEN

The general problem of introducing a new fish product

onto the American market has already been touched. on. The

assumption held here is that new product introduction w111

become necessary in the near future. The question at hand

is the viability of squid in meeting this role. Although

the supply and. potential price of squid. are favorable,

certain difficulties, particular to squid, are foreseen.

Squid is not one of the more familiar marine animals

to the American consumer - except for those of Nediterranean

extraction> The actual level of awareness in the U.S. of

squid. is unknown, Since squid. i.s not a familiar item, it

can be theorized that i.t will meet with a great deal of

opposition. However, some prevailing opinions suggest that

this non-familiarity may actually be a blessing in disguise.

Not only does the U.S. population have a low level

of awareness of squid, but also attitudes towards it seem

to be quite varied. Of those who know what squid is, the

range of attitudes goes from a seafood delicacy to a Jules

Verne sea-monster. The actual word SQUID and the foreign

appearance  Illustration 1-1! of the animal have created

a negative attitude towards its use for human consumption



Illustrate on 1-1

 qsssastrephss i lDcebrosa J
/f!.FX $HORT-FINNED SQUID  surrer squid!
fINS ABOUT IIS THE llAHTLE  BOOYI I.EHGTH.
EYE OPEIIIHG SHALL.

DORSAL LOBE ABS'EHT.

 LoTigo pea4i j
COL/GO LONG-FINNKD SQUfD  sinter squid, eeem eqsaidf
FINS LONGER THAN I/E THE MANTLE  SOOT! LENGTH,

EYE OPENING LARGE.
OORSAL L BK PRESENT.





and landed as e food fish, will be low compared to other

fish and seafood..

g! The "conventional" uses of squid as food.  Japanese,

Mediterranean, South American! would not be suitable as a

starting point for large volume exploitation. 1herefore, new

processed products must be developed in which squid merely

replaces  mimics! another accepted. seafood.,

4! Even then, considerable market resistance may be

expected to anything called squid, The magnitude of this

resistance must be tested..

5! The process developed must fit inta the existing

processing facilities with minimal extra investment.

6! Handling of squid by existing technologies is

labor consuming. Mechanized or machine assisted handling

methods must be developed'



Chapter 2 - What is SquidV

Squid are marine animals of worldwide distribution,

with over �0 different species known. These species dis-

play a remarkable diversity Of structure, function, behavicr

and ecology. Most are active, highly mobile animals of

aggressive habits, and they are probably all carnivorous.

Characteristically anima1s of the high seas'� ,considerable

populations of squid frequently are found closer ta shore.

Squid vary from an arrow shaped. creature to that of

a balloon shaped one. However, the streamlined body is the

more common and aide in its rapid. movements. Although squid

cannot maintain high speed.s for an extended. length of time,

while in motion, they may be the fastest creatures of the

ocean. Their movements, equally swift forward or backward,,

are facilitated by a true !et propulsion system, Squid. vill

suck in water and then shoot it out, causing their body to

react quickly and in dart-like patterned'

As a member o f' the Cephalopod.  meani ng f eet around.

head} family, squid are often confused. with their relatives

the octopus and. the cuttlefish. Most squid species have

eight tentacles and two arms that surround. the head., The

main bod,y section, the mantle, has two fins attached on the

back. Both mantle and, tentacles can be utilized. for human

c onsump ti on.

The nutritional value of squid. is high, comparing



favorably with most fish species ~ Squid is high in pxotein

and phosphorus with traces of calcium, thiamine and, ribo-

flavin. Research has shown that raw squid. contains 78

calories per 100 grams.

The avexage life span of squid is generally very

short, awhile some species, such as the giant squid, may live

for ten years, most live an average of only two years. These

species grow rapidly from birth and. attain full size in less

than a year. This short life span allows for more extensive

fishing of existing populations than in most other seafood.

species, and makes it possible and more economical to raise

squid in captivity.

Commercially, there ax'e three species that would be

important to the American fisherman. Along the east coast

two species are widely distributed and suitable for human

lh h 1 ll

ll*t. 1 1

1 . 1 . ~ 1

called winter squid or common squid. The species that

predominates along the west coast is the li o o lese ns.

Currently only Illex is caught in the Northtwest

Atlantic. A small squid fishery has formed. off Newfoundland

1 1 h 1
Fisheries Newslett, No. 25, Fisheries Branch, Dept.
of Primary industry, Aus tralia, June 1966



which takes in about f our mi Ll i on pounds of Illex a year.

Nost of this catch is used as bal t f or the cod, f i shi ng

industry. While Ill ex i s found in Large quanti ti es of f the

Canadi an and New Eng land coas ts ~ Large amounts have been

f ound, as far south as the Caribbean. However, the I l lex

inhabi t deeper and de eper waters the f arth er s outh one

Lk,hL~92 1 h

entire eastern coast of the Uni ted. States ~ Whi le general ly

a creature o f the near and outer continental shelf, the

111» 1 h yl 1

The small squi d fishery whi ch does exis t in the

United States is based in California. Here the ~Loli o

1 1 ~ 1 1!

pounds of thi s speci es are caught annually, general ly

between April and. July.

Although most o f the Uni ted States ' landings of squid

are along the west coast, the eas t coas t squid is pref erable

for human comsumpti on due to 1 ts Larger s i, ze and. th i ck er

body meat, Of the two impor tant eas t coast spec i es ~ there

i s some question as to whether they would serve equa 1 ly as

wel 1 as human f ood. Wi th proper preparation, this researcher

bel ieves the d i f f erenc es to be nearly indi s tingul shable.

2 Lyles, C. H., Historical Statistics - The S uid Indus t
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, U ~ S ~ Fi sh and Wi ldl1 f e
Service, Bureau o f Commercial Fi she ri es, C. F ~ S ~ No, 48 33 t
HeS ~ No, 14, Washingtont DeCe ~ November 1968 ~ p 9



The Ommastr es slo 1 cificus or Japanese Plying

squid. is the predominant species cf the large Japanese catch.

It annually accounts for around. 90$ af the Japanese landings ~

The Japanese Flying squid is found off the coasts of Japan

and in the Northwest Pacific, The species common to the

~ p ~!

found in the Mediterranean Sea and off the coast of hfrica.

Calamari or Calamar is the common name for squid among

Italian and Syanish yeoyles,

Squid are also used extensively in biology classes

and marine laboratories. Their giaat nerve fibers make them

particularly valuable in neuroyhysical research,
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Chapter 3 - U.S, Fishing Industry

Xn 1960 the total U.S. landings of fish and. seafood

was 4.9 b1llion pounds. In 1972 the total U.S. land.ings1

of fish and. seafoods was 4.7 billion pounds. These figures

sezve to illustrate the stagnant nature of the U.S. fishing

industry. In fact, the U.S. position had deteriorated so

rapidly in comparison to the rest of the world. that the U.S.,

now the largest importer of fishezy pz'oducts in the world,

is no longer one of the top five fishing nations of the

world. Table 3-1 illustrates this deteriorating position

quite vividly. As demand has outstripped supply, the U.S.

has become increasingly dependent on fish and seafood

imports. In 1972 1mports exceeded exports by over one

bi lli on dollars   impar t s - $1, 233, 292, 000, exports

$157,908,000!. This international trading of fishery3

products has adversely affected the U.S. balance of trade

for many yeaz's. Initial ind.ications show that a faiz'ly

large market for squid may exist in Europe. If the U.S.

could economically fish for squid. off 1ts shares, it might

1 U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Fisheries of the Uni ted. States
~12, Current Fisheries Statis ties No. 100, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Narine
Fisheries Service, U.S. P&nting Office, Washington,
D.C., Narch 197$, p. 24

2 Ibid.

3 Ibid., pp. 39, 44



Table 3-1

 .atch of Fish, Crus taceans, Nollusks
aM other Aquatic Plants and. Animals

by lead.ing Countries, 1956-1971
 live weight basis - million lbs!

Million lbs.CountryYear lbs. YearMi lli onCountry

19622956

19631957

19642958

19651959

1960 1966

1961

Japan
UeS.A.
China

U.S.S.R,
Norway

Japan
China

U,S.A.
U,S.S,R.
Norway

Japan
China
U ~ S ~ A ~
U,SOS.R,
Norway

Japan
China
U.S.A.-
U ~ S ~ S.R.
Peru

Japan
China
Peru
U,S,ST R,
U.S.A.

Japan
China
Peru
U.S.S,R.
U.SeAo

10,522
6,574
5, 838
5,767
4,822

11, 921
6,878
6,074
5.580
3,849

22,136
8,951
5,960
5. 778
3I 280

12,972
11 ' 067

6, 373
6,076
5,201

2>,652
12,787

8,217
6,726
6, 205

14,794
12,787
12,016

7,165
6,464

Peru
Japan
U ~ S ~ S. R.

China
U.S.A.

Peru
Japan
China

U.S.S.R.
U.S.As

Peru
Japan
China
UsS.S.R.
U.S.A.

Peru.
Japan
China
UiSiSiRi
U.Se A.

Peru
Japan
Chi na

U.S.S. R.
Norway

Peru
Japan
U.S.S ~ R.
China
Norway

15> 793
15 I 239

7o 973
7. 751
6.554

15,632
24,768

8,785
8,768
6,122

»0, 550
14,001
10e 505

9,867
5o773

16,825
15,229
11,757
11,243

6.006

19,499
15,657
12, 414
21+792

6,329

22, 484
17s 307
12, 136
11,435

'7, 200



Table 3-1  continued!

Year Country Million lbs.

19'70 Peru 27,807
Japan 20 ' 536
U.S,ST R. 15,988
China 23,790
Norway 6,570

Nates--Data reflect latest information published in the
various volumes of Yearbook of Fisher Statistics, Pood
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.

2968 Peru
Japan
U.S.ST R.
China
Norway

1969 Peru
Japan
UPAS.Ra
China
Norway

1971 Peru
Japan
U,S.S. R.
China
Norway

23, 271
19,113
13, 409
12 ~ 907

6,296

20 ~ 80 '7
18,989
14,324
12,202

5 ' 492

23.394
22, 815
16,175
25,268

6,779



be able to initiate a profitable export trade of squid.

The question of whether or not fishermen will fish

for squid is largely a matter of dollars and. cents. If' the

fishermen are paid a high enough price for squid, they

would fish -for it. However, fish and seafood products move

through a variety of market channels from the point of

landing to the final consumer. All of these channels must,

in turn, accept the viability of and pay a good. price for

the products to be sold. Exhibit 3-1 depicts graphically

the typical chain of markets for the New England fish

industry.

Zf processed squid products were to be introduced.

ta the American consumer through the New England fishing

ports, these products would most likely move from fishermen

to processors to brokers to retail outlets. The fishermen

to processor  or dealer! transaction is most commonly

executed by means of an auction. Processors and. dealers

daily bid for shiploads of freshly caught fish. The Boston

Fish Pier is the center of such activity in the New England

area. However, Gloucester and New Bedford. both maintain

auction halls owned by the local fishermen's union. The

ma!or disadvantage of the auction system is that day to

day landing fluctuations get translated into daily price

fluctuations. Larger processors, in an attempt to reduce

the risk of supply fluctuations, will enter into negotiated



Exhibit 3-1

The Chai.n of Markets for Neg England
Fresh and. Frozen Fish

Adapted from i Fishin Ports and Narkets, Food. and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
Fishing News Ltd., London, 19/0, p. 220
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contracts or help finance fishing vessels in return for

the ships' entire catch. Und.er this method the catch is

generally sold. at current market prices to the processors,

The largest processors, in an attempt to reduce the risk

of price fluctuations, will own fishing vessels outright.

A stud.y by Gaston and, Storey~ involved. a detailed

analysis of market channels for fresh fish originating at

the Boston Fish Pier. The authors estimated that less than

25/ of the fresh fish was handled by restaurants and

institutions, Ne remaining 75' was sold. at retail estab-

lishments~ 61$ through retail grocery stores and g9$

through retail seafood. markets.

Since processed fish products are more likely to be

sold. by retail outlets than by restaurants and. institutions

 many of which prefer to "process" the fish themselves! the

emphasis of the M.I.T. study has been at the retail trade.

Furthermore, since retail seafood markets rarely sell

processed products, I have limited. my investigations to the

retail grocery trade.

5 Gastan, F.L. and Storey,D.A., "The Market for Fresh Fish
that originate from Boston Fish Pier Landings.",
Recent Develo ments and Research in Fisheries Economics,
edited by F.W. Bell ar~ J.E. Hazeltan, Ocean Pub i-
cations, Inc., Dobbs Ferry, Hew York 1967



Chapter 4 - The Squid Industry

4 ~ CURRENT MARKETS ND PRODUCTS

' It may come as a surprise to many Americans, but

squid is a heavily consumed. and highly sought after food.

form in many areas of the world ~ Squid, is particularly

popular among the peoples of the Orient and. of the

Mediterranean. The Japanese en!oy their squid either fresh

 to be fried.!, dried., marinated or smoked and it has become

a staple in their food diet. In Italy and Spain squid is

regarded. as a delicacy and. is prepared by stewing the squid

meat in tomato sauce or in its own ink.

The large Japanese market of over 800 mi.llion pounds

per year ie supplied. almost in total  small amounts are

imported from the South Koreans! by Japanese fishermen. i

The Mediterranean market is supplied. from fisheries in the

Mediterranean, off the west coast of Africa, and. off the

east coast af North America. Zn addition, Japanese fishermen

sell large quantities of squid  caught off the North American

coast! to the Mediterranean countries.

SquM are often landed as an auxiliary catch to other
species and. go unrecorded,. Sometimes squid landings are
totalled into a larger, more general categorization such
as mollusks+ Therefore, accurate statistics on squid
landings are impossible to obtain. Official FAO statistics
put the Japanese catch at around. 600 million pounds per
year, However, various experts believe the figure to be
closer to one billion pounds per year.
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At present only a small market for squid exists in

the United States. Squid is sold in fresh fish markets of

Boston, New York, San Pransisco and. other large cities

that have concentrations of people of Italian, Greek, or

Oriental background. Pro@en squid, in the form of three or

five pound packs, are sold in certain supermarkets and

groceries in urban areas. Squid dishes can also be found

in certain Greek and Italian restaurants. At present this

ethnic market is quite small and accounts for about ten

million pounds of squid a year. Almost all the squid

consumed in the U.S. is caught off the coast of California.

Squid is widely used as bait for fishermen. A large

portion of Canada's squid landings is used as bait for the

cod. industry.

3. NDINGS ND POTENTI L RESOURCE

Accurate statistics on the landings of squid are

impossible to obtain since large quantities of squid go

unrecorded in official statistics, However, the best

estimates tend to put worldwide landings at. around 1. 5

billion pounds annually.~ Of this, Japan usually accounts

2 Derived from U.S. Department of Commerce statistics ~

3 See footnote g1.



for two thirds, annually land.ing from 600 million to one

billion pounds. Most of the Japanese cat".h is of the

Ommestre hes sloani acificus  flying squid.! species, and.

is caught off the coasts of Japan. However, the Japanese

also have fished for squid, off the west coast of Africa

and. off both coasts of the United States. The South Koreans

azd Spaniard.s are also large fishers of squid. Canada

annually takes in around. 20 million pounds of X3.lexj alILost

half of which is used. for bait in the cod. industry,

In the United. States over 90$ of the 20 million

pounds of squid landed annually is taken in off the coast

of California. On the east coast, squid is rarely sought6

after directly, and is usually caught as an incidental

catch to other species. The New England fishery may take

in around two million pounds of squid. this way a year.7

This catch is used as bait or sold. fresh in the fish

markets of the larger New England. cities. Historical

statistics of the U.S. squi.d fishery are shown in Table 4-i.

Ibid,

5 Taken from the 1atest issues of the Yearbook of Fisher
h

United Nations.

6 Kyles, C.H., Historical Statistics - The S uid Industr
U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Fish and. Wildlife
Service, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, C. F.S. No. 48$!,
H.S. No. 14, Washington, November 1968

7 Ibid<
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Table 4-1

Squid Statistics, 1940-1967Historical

dollars! Thousands of pounds and thousands of

'Tota] U.S.Pacific CoastYear New England

Quantity Value Quantity ValueQuantity Value

108

39
136
433
458
633

le285
567

Sources Lyles, C.H., H storical Statistics - The S uid
~Xndostr , U.S. Department of the interior, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
C. F.S. No. 4833, H.S. No. 14, Washing ton, November
1968, 'pp. 8-10

1940 1, 752
1 941 Nk
1942 1,088
1943 1,042
1944 957
1945 I, 652
1946 1,049
1947 1,649
1948 2,576
1949 4,635
1950 1,403
1951 4,020
1952 814
1953 4.499

954 2,633
1955 2, 605
1956 1,907

4,446
1958 2, 569
1959 2,356
1960 2, 098
1961 1,221
1962 2,479
1963 2,682
1964 556
1965 840
1966
1967 1,819

22

NA

35
58
52
91
49
90

167

57
147

72
211

82
101

81
138
108
137
160
105
160
154

58
81
54

101

1,863
1,640

961
9, 166

10e939
15,228
38,025

19t258
6,860
5,996

12,383
3, 672
8, 917
8,156

14,272
19,484
12,449

7.475
19,694

2,562
10,286

9,382
11 ' 562
16,435
18,620
19t026
17,010

32
35
33

265
299
426

1,215
392
518
184
157
336
171
206
177
234
337
208
148
345

72
280
169
240
332
308
451
399

6,540
1 e 923

, 2,963
11,298
12,960
18,276
39, 221
17,054
23,813
13.793

8,437
17,986

5s 739
14,546
llp797
18 ~ 419
22,549
18,498
11,853
23,'373

6, 216
13, 691
14, 213
16,314
18,710

21i735
20, 896

867
409
280
613
342
489
335
416
510
455
360
576
340
539
475
531
511
512
680
624
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If ne» products are to be introduced., and d.emand for

squid heightened, a reliable resource of squid is mandatory.

Although there are really no authentic measures of the

potential of the»orld's squid, the total is believed. by

experts to be enormous. The potential resource of squid off

the coasts of the United. States is of particular interest

to this study. Various experts have estimated, the potential

of the Northwest Atlantic to be particularly vast. Voss

says the potential in this region is 500 thousand tons per

year � billion pounds per year!. Other estimates are by

Shapiro of 250 to 450 million pounds per year, and Rath!en

and Serchuk of a minimum of 100 million pounds per year

of !ust the Loligo species, Rath]en further contends that

this is an extremely conservative estimate and that equal

amounts of the Illex species can be found in this region.

Gulland estimates an equally large stand.ing crop of squid.

off the California coast in the Northeast Pacific.

8 Voss, Gilbert L., Ce halo od Resources of the World,+

Fisheries Circular No. 1 9, Food and Agriculture
Organizatihn of the United. Nations, Rome, April 1973

9. Shapiro, Sidney, Our Chan 'n Fisheries, United. States
Printing Of f ice, Washington, 1971

10. Rath!en, W.F. and Serchuk, F.N., As ects of the ~istri-
butKon and Abundance of the Lon -finned s used f.oli o
Peali between Can= Hatteras and Geor es Bank, Laboratory
Reference Noi 73-3, N.N.S.F., Woods Hole, Nassachusetts

11. Gulland, J.A., Me Fish Resources of the Ocean, The
Whitefriars Press Limited, London, 1971



To further emphasize the abundance of squid off the

New England coast, the National Narine Fisheries Service,

in its newsletter of January 11, 197$, estimated the

Japanese catch of squid in the Northwest Atlant1c for 1971

to be 15 thousand tons, and. the Spanish catch to be 5
thousand. tons, Both these amounts were accomplished with

minimal effort and account for only a portion of the

foreign landings in this area..

While estimates may vary, it is clear that the

supply of squid off our shores is quite capable of meeting
any conceivable domestic demand,. %1th the question of
availability cleared, the problem in the marketing of

squid is in the establishment of a demand for this vast

resource.

C.

An interesting array of fishing techniques and

equipment has been utilized in fishing for squid. The
Japanese , the world's most experienced squid fishermen,

use three methods~

1! Line Jigging

2! Automatic mechanized Jigging

3! Trawl nets

Line Jigging is the trad.itional method for catching
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squid. This method, as used. by the Japanese, calls for

35 fishermen to Jig off the sid.es of a boat on separate

lines. It is estimated. that 600 pounds of squid can be

caught per hour using this method. Ind.ividual line12

Jigging is also the technique employed by the Newfoundland

squid fishery.

The Japanese have recently employed. an automatic

Jigging device. This bit of apparatus simply replaces the

role of the ind.ividual fisherman in the Jigging process.

The device can be run by a single operator, and. yields of

up to 2 tons per hour have been realized.

In their fishing ventures off the east coast of the

United States, the Japanese have found, trawling to be

another profitable method for fishing squid.. Becent research

voyages conducted by the National Marine Fisheries Service-

Gloucester, have proven the trawling method. to be successful

in catching squid. These voyages were able to land. about

4 tons of squid, a day. Larger foreign vessels employing

trawling equipment are believed to be able to land. 5 to 10

tons a day.

12 Telephone interview with Susumu Kato, National Marine
Fisheries Service, Tiburon, Cali fornia, August 29, 1973

13 Ibid.

14 Personal interview with Warren F. Bath Jen, National
Marine Fisheries Service, Gloucester, Massachusetts,
February 9, 1974
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The successful use of trawling equipment for the

capture of squid is of great importance to the potential

establishment of a New England squid fishery. Since a

ma!ority of the equipment used. by New England fishermen

is trawls, the establishment of an east coast squid.

fishery would not necessitate new equipment development

or rerigging of existing gear. Trawling equipment is

relatively inexpensive and thus weU. suited for the small

New England type of fishing operation.

Due to the nature of the ocean's floor off the

California coast, trawling is impractical. The most popular

gear used by the west coast squid fishery are the purse

seine, lampara  meaning lightening, and used. to catch fast

moving fish! nets and. brail nets. Both purse seines and.

lampara nets can yield 5 to 10 tons per hour with the aid

of '7 to 10 fishermen, 5 Brail nets yield 2 to 3 tons per

hour, but require only 3 fishermen to operate them.
16

When nets are employed., almost all squid fishing is

done at night. This is because large schools of squid can

be effectively attracted. to the fishing boats by shining

flood. lights over the water. i[iso, certain squid species

15 Same as footnote 0'12.

16 Xbid,

17 Same as footnote f10,



give off a luminous substance. This aid,s the fi'shermen in

detecting large concentrations af squid, However, the use

of floodlights is prohibited, in Monterey Bay  the center

of the west coast squid. fishery!. While the official reason

given, is the ecological damage caused. by the lights, the

true reason is that the fishemen's union is attempting to

bar new competition 1n the squid. fishing field.,

Several new and interesting techniques are being

d.eveloped. which could. lead to vastly more economical

methods of fishing for squid.. Of these, the most promising

seems to be the squid slurp, or pump. Research on the west

coast has shown that squid. can be effect1vely pumped direct-

ly on board a fishing vessel. When used. in combination with

flood. lights, yields have reached 10 tons per hour. 17

I

However, the squid. is a delicate creature and there is much

concern over the pump's tendency to bruise the squidi

especially for the larger east coast species. Work is being

done to minimize this effect by altering the intake apera-

ture diameter depend.ing on the size of the squid sought. The

J'apanese have been working with, echo sounding equipment for

better fish d.etection, while American fishermen are working

on aerial detection techniques using special photographic

methods. Finally, some interesting possibilities in the

17 Rath!en, Warren F., "Northwest Atlantic Squids", Nar|ne
Fisheries Review, Vol.$5,No.12, December 1973, p.25



28 aquaculture harvesting area exist because of the short life
span and maturation period of the squid.

One of the basic assumptions at the outset of the

M.X. T. study was that squid could be caught and sold at a

lower price relative to other fish species used for human

consumption. However, the entire question of price is

unclear due to the infant status of the squid fishery in

the United States.

The fishing industry is one of the most purely

competitive industries from an economic perspective. Supply

and. demand factors directly affect the final price for a

seafood commodity. Since domestic squid fishing has been

a haphazard affair thus far, large supply fluctuations have

led to large fluctuations in the price of squid. For

example, the price of fresh squid at New York's Fulton Fish

Market ranged. from 25/ to 80/ per pound during l972.
18

Fluctuations in squid prices have also occurred because of

the seasonal nature of squid landings.

hnother difficulty in tabulating price figures for

squid, is due to the nature of the species. The quality of

i8 National Marine Fisheries Service Market Newsletter
figures.
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squid. seems to vary directly with the size of the ind.iv-

idual creature. Thus, large sized species have commanded.

a premium price over the smaller ones. In Monterey fisher-

men have recently been receiving $110 per ton for large

squid, while obtaining only $3$ per ton for the smaller

ones. Generally, the larger squid. are frozen for domestic19

sale while the smaller varieties are minced and. canned.

for export.

Any pred.iction of the future price for squid. is

hazardous. The one ma !or unanswered variable is the future

effort American fishermen will give to catching squid..

However, t;wo interesting trends have been noticed.i

1! Over the past two or three years the average

price for squid. has increased dramatically. Monterey

fishermen, who were netting 2g per pound in 1971, have

been receiving 5g per pound. in 1973.
20

2! The foreign market  Europe! has had a price well

above the average American price. The price for squid has

also increased. dramatically in Europe, with Japanese

caught squid  off the New England coast! selling for $$00-

$650 per ton �5/-37/per pound.!.
21

19 Same as footnote 12.

20 Ibide

21 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
Max'ketin of Fresh and. Frozen Fish in Mediterranean

Countries, Rome 1973
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In Europe, The Illex species is thought of as an

inferior product  connotation as bait! and sells for 20$-

30$ per pound.. The Loligo species has approximately a

10/ per pound premium price. In all cases, the ranges.23

in price are due to the size of the individual creature

in the catch.

Xf this trend. towards higher prices continues, it

poses some serious questions as to the marketability of

squid in the United States, and to the viability of squid

as a source of a low cost high-proter,n concentrate.

E. INTERNATIONAL TR DE

Figures on the international trading of squid are

poor  FAO, United Nations! since categories are not finely

broken down, and squid is placed under the broader category

of mollusks. It is believed that the ma!or routes of trade

are from the South Koreans to the Japanese, and the

Japanese to Europe.

The U.S, exports squid on a limited. basis. Annually

we export about 10 million pounds, about half the U.S.

catch. The exported product is minced canned squid. All of

22 Interview with James Ackert, The Gorton's Corporation,
Gloucester, massachusetts, February 8, 1974

23 Ibid'



the U.S. export originates from California. Table 4-2

shows the U.S. export for 1972.

Table 4-2

U.S. Exports of Squid - canned, 1972

Value  $ !~~ntitq  lbs. !Des ti nation

10,560,068 1,410,739Total

Source~ U.S. Department of Commerce figures, schedule 3,
commodity g - 0320220

The average price for U.S, exported squid is

currently 13.4$ per pound. The European market price for

frozen whole squid is approximately 35/ per pound.
24

However, due to.the small size of the California squid,

it is unlikely that Europeans would buy this species.

The question for this study seems obvious. Is

there an export market for the vast squid resource which,

exists off the eastern coast of the United States? The

24 Same as footnote f21 ~

Canada
West Germany
Greece

Phi l i ppi nes
Australia
Other

119,009
1911745

4,972e115
4,858,738

130>953
287,505

12>955
21, 969

687,272
638,563

15' 749
34,231
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answer seems < yes!

While it is impossible to predict the future

demand from the European market, three factors point in

favor of my conclusioni

1! The price of imported squid, on the European

market, has risen d.ramatically over the past five years.

In Italy for example, the price for squid. had. risen

faster than for any other seafood product. 2$

2! Foreign nations have made an increasing effort

to land. squid off the New England. coast. The National

Marine Fisheries Service estimated that in 1971 the

Japanese landed 1$,000 tons of squid. in the Northwest

Atlantic. The Spanish effort in this region has. grown,,

It is estimated that 40,000 tons of squid may be taken

in by foreign vessels in the Northwest Atlantic in 1974 ~27

This entire catch will be bound for the European market.

g! Recent monetary realignments have worked. in

favor of U.S. exports.

While the potential export of squid would. be

closely related to the success or failure of other fish

25 Ibide

26 National Marine Fisheries Service Newsletter, January
11, 1972

27 Same as footnote f14.
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species, one expert on the international market says

that a U.S. exyort of 10 to 20 million pounds per year

»ould. be quite easy to obtain , »hile a Boston based,

fish exporter stated that the potential for squid exyorts

is virtually Limitless and. he could "export all I can

get, n29

The large Japanese max'ket, closed for years to

forei gnere, has recently allo»ed squ1d to be imported

from other countries, In 1972 a large amount of squid

was requested. from the squid fisheries of California and

Ne» England. ~ 3

A fe» Ne» England& firms have Just begun exporting

squid to Europe. However, the level of this trade can be

considered. minimal Men compared. to the existing potential.

28 Same as footnote f22,

29 Intervie» with Sidney Cohen, President, Sea-Nart, Boston,
llassaohusetts, October 11, 1973,

y I ai
Herring possib1lity", September 12, 19720
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Chapter 5 - MoI.TI Prod.uct Development
1

h. OC i SED S UXD PRODUCTS

lith the basic assumptions toward. product develop-

ment strategy in mind, the decision was made by the staf'f of'

the Department of Nutrition and. Pood Sciences, NiX.T - Sea

Grant, to develop the following productsa

Accepted
similiar

r t

Method. of
Preservation

Clam
strips

Pried snacks
and entrees

Bread.ed. rings Freezing

Oyster,
shrimp

Chunks

Minced,
clams

Heat Processing Chowders
 canning!

Minced squid

Fried and baked.
entrees
"fish" sticks

Freezing

The breaded. ringe were prepared. in tvo forms. The

first was pre-fried. thoroughly and. thus requires only

oven heating before consumption, while the second was only

slightly fried before freezing for preservation.

1 This chapter is based. largely on the work of Professor
Zeki Berk. The material in this chapter is a brief
summary of the facts laid out in Professor Berk's report,
"Processing Squid. for Pood.", N.I.T. Sea Grant Program,
Report gMITSG 74-13, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts,
February 15, 1974.

Fillets and.
blocks
 plain or
breaded.!

Heat Processing Seafood. cocktail
 canning !

Pinned,
fish
fillets h
blocks
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This second, form requires additional frying, in oil, before

su i table f a r c onsump ti on.

Professor Berk was successful in prepar1ng the

breaded rings, chunks, and minced. form of squid.. However,

problems regarding the binding of "fish" stick forms and.

the curling of fillet forms whee fried proved insurmount-

able. While a fillet or "fish" stick form of squ1d. might

be interesting from a consumer's point of view, the

nature of the squid. flesh may prove these forms to be

impossible to prepare. Further research, employing

extrusion methods, is called for.

Actual product concept testing was therefore

carried out using the breaded rings, chunks and minced

squid forms. The chunks were used. ss the base f' or a

seafood cocktail, while the minced squid was used as the

base for a seafood., or squid chowder. One can think of

many interesting uses' for both the chunks and minced

squid product forms'

Preparation of all three product forms is quite

simple and. conforms to the seafood. industry standards.

Append.ix A contains detailed information on the processing

procedures and the recipes used for the processed squid

products'
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B. MECH NIC L EVISCK TION

The normal procedure fox' preparing squid. calls

for the removal af a thin layer of outer skin, and the

removal of the internal viscera. This process has, up

until now, been done by hand, and. is a labor-consuming

procedure. If attempts to introduce processed squid.

products to the domestic market are successful, an

improved. method of skinning and, evisceration is called

for.

Work by Professor Berk on a mechanized process

has proven successful in cleaning squid. The apparatus

employs spring loaded rollers which squeeze out the

viscera as the squid passes through the mechanism.

prototype device has been constructed. which has success-

fully cleaned squid in the laboratory. While further

development is necessary to install such equipment in an

actual seafood. processing plant, the extra investment

needed. in research and development is believed to be

small. A patent has been filed. covering the principle of

the operation and. the mechanized device.

Professor Berk has supplied me with his estimates

of the investment and production costs necessary to process

the squid. products using the automatic equipment. These

figures are shown in Appendix B. It should be noted that

these figures are in line with the current production
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of other processed seafood products,

'lhe Berk apparatus is shorn in Illustration $-1.

Illustration 5-1

Berk Squid Cleaning apparatus
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Chapter 6 � Market Research

A e TELEPHONE INTERVIKM SURVEY

In order to gain insight and. a feeling for the

general population's attitudes and. impressions toward.s

squid, a telephone interview survey was conducted. The

survey was aimed at gaining knowledge of the awareness,

attitude, and. prior eating experience of squid for the

Boston area consumer.

The survey was initially constructed to take the

form of a personal interview survey, with shoppers being

interviewed in the parking areas of large shopping

centers. Unfortunately, this technique proved to be very

time consuming, in that few shoppers were willing to

stop and, take the five minutes required to complete the

interview. Therefore, a telephone type survey was !udged

to be more desirable, in that a greater number of respon-

dents could be tabulated in a shorter time period.

The telephone survey was conducted during July and

August of 1973. Names were randomly selected and. d.ialed.

from the Boston telephone directoryi thus the population

sampled. included Boston, Brookline, Cambridge and Samer-

ville residents. Although attempts were made to phone

during all hours of the day, the ma!ority of calls were

from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. This naturally led to a predominance
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of female respondents  actual sample showed. 80$ female,

20$ male!. A total of 132 completed interviews were

collected. The questionnaire form is shown in Exhibit 6-1.

The method. of sampling was a systematic drawing

from the telephone d.irectory. If a number d.ialed did not

answer, no further attempt to dial' that number was mad,e.

However, if a busy signal was heard., the same number was

tried again after five minutes. Once a call was answered,

I introduced myself as an N.I.T. graduate student doing

research on Baston area consumer food. habits. Most people

were very helpful and eager to complete the short inter-

view. Prom recollection, my estimate of those unwilling

to be interviewed was less than 10$.

The respondent was asked questions 1 through 6 on

the interview farm. I filled in the sex of the respondent

and. noted the last name and location, as listed in the

phone directory. Locations were broken down into sections

of Boston such as Hyde Park or Roxbury. 'I%is geographical

breakdown was used as an aid. in identifying the ethnic

breakdown of the population sampled.

The results of the survey showed that 64/ of the

sample had. heard of or knew what squid is, while only

11$ had heard of calamari  the Italian name for squid.!.

16$ of those sampled had. eaten squid before. However, of

the 21 respondents who had eaten squid. previously, most



SQUID QUESTIONNAIRE -- Telephone

Yes / / No / /1! Have you every heard of squid?

la! What is squid?

2! Have you ever heard of calamari? Yes/ / No / /

2a! What is calamari?

EXP LANAT ION

3! Have you ever eaten. squid?

Yes' / / No//

3a! Why not?

3b! When was the last time
you ate squid?

Yes / / No / /

Why not?

Yes / / No //

Why not?

4! Do you have a general attitude or feeling about squid?

YeS / / NO / / What is it?

5! Approximately, how many times a week do you eat fish?

6! Are you the major food shopper in your household? Yes / / No / /

Age

Exhibit 6-l

3a! Where? Home / /
Restaurant / /
Other

3c! Approximately, how
often do you eat squid?I

I

Sex M / / F / /

Location or Adress

Name  telephone only!

3b! Would you ever buy a squid
product from a supermarket if
you saw it on the shelves?

3c! If you saw a squid dish on
a restaurant menu, would you
try it?



said it was tried only once, or eaten very rarely. Those

having previously eaten squid had had it at hame, in a

restaurant, or on a trip to Spain or Greece.

When asked. what; squid was, or when asked for a

general attitude towards squid, the responses broke down

as shown in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1

Squid Comments - Telephone Survey

~Cgee~t

Fish

Don't like the looks of it

Octopus

Slimy - yuky - iky

Don't like the sound. of it

Doesn't appeal to me

Seafood

Italian delicacy

Tough

Liked taste of it

17

16

7,

6

Anchovies

Snai l
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On the 64$ of respondents who had heard. of squid

before, an attempt was made to classify their attitudes

towards the purchase of squid as ei ther ~ posi tive,

neutral or negative. In some cases, respondents mad.e

statements which clearly classified. their attitudes,

However, due to the brief nature of the interv1ew, an

accurate classi,fication was d1fficult in many cases. If

a respondent had. previously eaten squid and mentioned

noth1ng unfavorable about it, he was classif1ed, as being

positively disposed. Similarly, if a respondent answered

YES to either question 3b or 3c he was rated as being

positive. If a respondent answered NO to both 3b and, 3c

but made no further negative statement about squid, he

was rated as neutral. A respondent was rated, as negative

only if he gave clearly negative statements concerning

squid. It is clear that this system of classification is

biased in favor of more positive ratings. However, it is

used for simplicity, and, care must be taken in drawing

any conclusions from it.

Of the 85 respondents classified, 24 were rated. as

positive, 15 as neutral, and, 06 as negative. In viewing

the entire sample of 132 respondents, only 18$ could be

class1fied as being favorably disposed. to squid as a

source of food. Due to the positive attitude bias in the

classification system, this is viewed as a very poor



percentage.

In addition, moderate geographic correlations were

found. Respondents from Cambridge, South Boston, and,

Somervi3.le  all heavily Italian! tended to have a greater

awareness and, familiarity with squid than respondents

from Brookline  heavily Jewish! and Roxbury  heavily Black!.

Be

To test the acceptability of our three product forms,

namely squid chowder, fried squid. rings, and. squid. cocktail,

a taste panel of $6 people �9 female, 27 male! was asked. to

taste our three products and complete a simple questionnaire-

a copy of which is shown in Exhibit 6-2. The tasters were

aware of the fact that the products were made from squid.

They were asked, ta rate each product with regard to its

general acceptance, taste, texture, and appearance.
I

The results were quite favorable. Mith the exception

of the appearance of the cocktail and the texture of the

fried rings, all products rated high in all categories.

The squid chowder product tested particularly posit5.vei

receiving a 4.28 score out of a possible 5.0 on general

acceptability. h graphical summary of the test's results

is shown in Exhibit 6-3. In subsequent, informal taste

situations, the texture of the fried rings proved to be
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Squid Taste Test - Questionnaire

We are testing the market acceptability of various squid

processed food products. Please give us your opinion of each

product after you try it.

DateName

Product�

3 Neutral

4 Like

5 Like very much

the product in the

Where would you expect to f ind this product?  supermarket, restau-
rant, quick- f ood chain, etc. !

How much would you expect to pay for a portion of this product.?

Please give any comments on how you believe that, this product could
be improved.

Exhibit 6-2

General Acceptance � l Dislike very much

2 Dislike

Using the same scale as above, rate
following categories:

Taste � l / /

2 ! /

3 / /

4 / /

5 / /

Texture � l / /

2//

3//

4//

5//

//

//

//

/ /

//

Appearance � l / /

2 / /

3 / /

4 / /

~//
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less of a problem.

In completing the questionnaire, the respondents

gave some very helpful comments concerning the products

tested. Table 6-2 lists these remarks and their frequency,

Mhile the tasters in this test formed. a biased

sample  all were willing to eat squid.!, the results show

that, in fact, we are dealing with products that have the

potential of gaining consumer acceptance.

C. MAIL UEBTIO IRZ SURVEY

The very promising results of the taste test panel

ind.icate that the three processed squid, products have a

rather high potential for repeat purchase. Considering

Just the actual physical product  price> packagingi and

other marketing variables omitted!, once someone has

tried, the product, it is likely he will try it again. The

next question for the marketer is s what initial or trial

purchase rate can be expected for these products' An

attempt at estimating this rate was undertaken in the form

of a mail questionnaire survey.

In trying to construct an instrument to estimate

trial purchase, an attempt was made to simulate the

shopping experience as closely as possible. Due to the

nature of the food industry, it «as felt that even if
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Table 6-2

Remarks from Tasters from Taste Panel Test

CHONDR

COCKTAIL

Could be thicker
Use larger pieces of squid.
Needs slight taste improvement
Nore spicing up
More vegetables
Muddy color
Use more squid
Use lemon juice
Use salt
Less potatos
Too much squid

Use larger pieces of squid
Too soft
Not enough taste
Improve color
Change sauce
Mix with other fish
Use ice

Cut d.ifferently
Fishy od.or
Use tartar sauce

Improve texture
Use lemon
Black spots

Dislike bread.ing  too much!
Too tough
Too oily
No flavor
Clean fish better
Fry longer
More salt
Cut into finer strips

8 6

4 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

2617 7 6 3 3 2
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Table 6-P,  continued.!

Spicier
Use tartar sauce
Cut into straight strips
Hard. to hand.le

2 2 1



introduced, squid products «ould not command much advertis-

ing suppart. Shelf space allotment, price, and packaging

would. be the yrlme discretionary marketing variables used

in selling these products. The model thus beeomeea

AWAREEESS ~TTITUDE~ TRIAL WRCKASE

Factors other than attitude «ill affect trial yurchase,

For the purposes of this study these factors «ere broken

down into three categoriesa ERZCE, PhCKAGING h LhBELLXNG,

and DENOGRAPHICS.

Due to time and financial constraints a mail

interview survey seemed optimal. I «as fully a«are of the

problems involved with suoh a technique. Ho«ever, it «ae the

mast efficient way to obtain the large number of responses

needed, and was within our financial means,

One of the prime difficulties of a mall survey ls

the problem af non-response bias. Bias occurs because

interested participants are more likely to respond than

uninterested ones. Xn an attempt to minimize this problem,

the respondent was brought into the questionnaire believing

it «as concerned «ith the general topic of food, a toyie

af interest to mast people. Nore will be said about non-

resyanse bias later.

The basic thrust behind. the questionnaire  a copy

of which ls found in Ayyendiz C! «as to obtain t«o crucial



measures from the sampled population. First a measure of

trial purchase, and. second. a measure of the respond,ent'8

attitud.e toward.s squid. To obtain a trial purchase measure

the respondent was asked. to mentally place himself into a

grocery shopping situation, He. was then asked ta choose

three items from a list of eight possibilities', This was

done for both soups and. lunchtime entrees, In each case,

one squid dish was listed among the eight possibilities.

In order to simulate the shopping experience as closely as

possible, an ingred.ients listing, for all products, was

included on the back of the questionnaire form. Further-

more, by systematically varying the price and labelling

of the squid. product on each list, I hoped. to see what

effects alternate pricing and. labelling strategy would.

have on trial purchase.

The sample population was randomly divided into

three sets of i50 people, The first set received, a

shopping list with the name SQUID on the front  label!,

wi,th the price of the squid product being equal to that

of the clam product. The second. set of people received a

questionnaire form where the word, SEAFOOD replaced the

word SQUID in identifying the product. However, the word.

SQUID was still used, in the ingredients listing. The price

of the squid product was again equal to that of the clam

product on the list. The third set once agaK n had. the



word SEAFOOD on the label. However, the squid.  or seafood.!

product on this list would sell for less than the substi-

tute clam product. Zn the case of the chowder, the price

dropped from 35  to 29$ per can, while for the fried r1ng

product the price was dropped. from 67/ to 63/.

The second. maJor section of the questionnaire was

designed to measure the respondent's attitude towards

squid. A combined Thurstone-Likert approach was employed,
1

initially accumulated 25 statements concerning squid,,

then asked a group of Judges  graduate students! to rate

the positive or negative connotation  +5 to -5! associated

with each statement. A total of 10 completed sets of

Judgments was obtained. Using Thurstone scaling methods,

statements that Judged. out to a high variance were dis-

carded. and the remaining statements were scaled accord.ing

to the med,lan of the Judged responses. A final list of
I

nine attitude statements was obtained and. scaled. as

follows c

Eat squid, you' ve got to be kidding.

I'd probably feel sick lf I ate squid.

Lots of people like squid.

-3. 5

-4.0

+2, 5

1 For a detailed description o f this technique see ~
Oppenheim, A.N., estionnaire Desi~ and, Attitude
Measurement, Basic Books, Inc., New York, 1g 6, pp. 125-42



Squid is a low calorie food, therefore
is good. for diets.

Squid is very hard. to find..

I wouldn't eat squid. 1f you gave me
5 dollars.

I would.n't eat squid if you gave me
100 dollars.

Squid. stays fresh for a long time.

Squid is healthy to eat,

+! ~ 0

+0, 5

! ~ 0

-5. 0

+2 ~ 0

The questionnaire respondents were asked to

ei ther AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE, NZUTRAL, DISAGREE or

DISAGREE STRONGLY with each of the statements on the

list. A Likert weighting system of AGREE STRONGLY=5,

AGREE=4, ..... DISAGREE STRONGLY =1 was used for the

analysis. By multiplying the Likert weights times the

Thurstone statement scale values, and summing aver all

nine statements, an interval scaled. value was obtained

which gave a measure of the respondent's attitude

towards squid..

If a respondent answered NEUTRAL to all nine

statements he would have received a value of -12I Thus,

in an attempt to clarify the scaled attitude results,

+12 was added to the score of each respondent. Since

this procedure produces an interval scaled value for

attitude estimation, a linear transfarmatian is perfectly
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acceptable. In this way, a score of zero indicated. a

neutral attitude, while positive and negative scores

each reflected themselves equally. In other words, a

score of +10 was !udged as being as positive as a score

of -10 was negative.

Believing that the appearance of squid, in its

natural form, has created a negative attitude among many

people, a pleasing photograph of prepared. squid rings

was includ.ed gust before the attitude statements in half

the questionnaires sent out. This photo concept may be

thought of as being analogous to the type of photo

depicted on many frazen seafood, packages. By varying the

insertion of this photo I hoped, to determine whether or

not it had any effect an the respondent's attitude

towards squid.

In addition, various demographic characteristics

were called. for in the questionnaire. JL total of 450

questionnaires were mailed out. The sample was randomly

selected from the Baston area telephone directory which

includ.es the residents of Boston, Brookline, Cambridge,

and Somerville.

Upon receiving responses, my first problem was

deciphering some confused answers. In many cases certain

questions were left blank or only partially completed,.

While a few respondents were confused by the shopping
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lists, I could usually determine whether a person wished

to purchase the squid product qn the list. Likewise, in

many completed questionnaires, a respondent did. not

complete all nine attitude statements. In cases where

only one or two were left blank, that respondent was

assumed to have a rating of NEUTRAL for those blank

statements.

The response rate can be summarized as follows'

gsent gdeliv. /resp. /resp.

PICTURE-SQUID label-equal price 75 69

PICTURE-SEAFOOD label-equal price 75 68

PICTURE-SEAFOOD label-lower price 75 70

NO PICTURE-SQUID label-equal price 75 70

NO PICTURE-S~MFOOD label-equal price 75 71

NO PICTURE-SEAFOOD label-lower. price 75 67

17

20 29

30

22 31

18 32

450 416 132TOTAL

No deliveries due to change of address or add.ress
unknown.

I initially intended to check for non-response

bias by comparing the level of awareness of the respond-

ents in the mail questionnaire survey alii.nst the level

of awareness of the respondents in the telephone interview

survey  Chapter 6, Section 1!. The level of awareness for
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the former was expected to be higher than the level of

awareness for the latter due to the effect of non-response

bias. Supposedly, people who were not aware of squid. would

be less interested in the survey and decid.e not to fi.ll

it out, or some unaware people would. be embarrassed. by

their lack of knowledge and. decide not to return the form,

However, while tabulating the awareness rate for the mail

survey's respondents, I not1ced. some very technical and.

accurate descriptions of squid. i concluded that many

unaware respond.ents, instead. of not returning the

questionnaire, simply looked up the word. in a dictionary,

and filled. out and. returned, the questionnaire form, thus

invalidating the awareness measure. I then turned to the

level of previous squid. consumption as an ind.icator of

non-response bias ~ The telephone survey showed. previous

consumption to be around. 16$. The mail survey showed it

to be at 38'. The difference in percentages 1s clear,

and therefore shows that non-response bias has clearly

affected the mail survey results. Thus, the mail survey

respondents do not form a random sample of Boston area

consumers, but are biased. in the direction of heavy

squid orientation.

Of the 132 responses, only 15 people �1,4$!

wished to purchase a squid. product. Eight �.06$! wished

to purchase the rings, while eight �.06$! wished to
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purchase the chowder product. Xf one wishes to extrapol-

ate these results to the total population, the effect of

non-response bias must be accounted for. Therefore, as a

second-T.and estimate of the trial rate, one could estimate

that only 8 people out of 416  total questionnaires

delivered! would be willing to try either fried squid

rings or the squid chowder. The thinking here goes as

follows' if someone would wish to purchase a squid,

product he would probably be motivated enough to fill out

and return the questionnaire form. If this is true, it

would indicate a trial rate of only 1.92$. The actual

statistic must lie somewhere between i.92$ and 6.06$.

However, it is likely that it falls closer to the . irst

figure. This researcher is well aware of the fact that

this experiment has measured the f i rs t time erl od trial

rate. If the same respondents were asked to fill out the

questionnaire every week for a year, it is clear that the

~tot 1 trial would increase somewhat. Whatever the case

though, the trial rate ind.icated. from this survey is

considered. to be extremely low. Table 6-3 shows the

number of respond.ents wishing to purchase the products

on the simulated. shopping lists The actual number of

simulated pu=chases is higher than shown in Table 6-3

~ One respondent chose both the chowd.er and the fried.
ring product.



Table 6-3

Rumber oi Simulated Purchases by
Product - Mail Questionnaire Survey

Cream oi Chio@en - 32

Clam Chorder - 49

Oyster Ster - 18

Tomato - 7'3

Squid. Chorder - 8

Cream oi Shrimp - 24

Cream oi Mushroom 61

Minestrone '- 55

Beef Ster - 40

Pried Clams - 29

Cheese Bavioli - 44

Sea Saallops - 30

Squid, Rings - 8

Macaroni h Cheese - 58

Spaghetti k Meatballs - 66

Chicken TV Dinner - 46
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since a purchase of thzee cans of tomato soup is listed

as a single respondent purchase in Table 6-3.

Unfortunately, the number of responses was too

small to do any ki.nd of Chi-square analysis to statisti-

cally measure whether price or labelling had. any effect

on trial purchase. However, it is interesting to note that

13 out of 15 squid. purchasers were not presented with the

name SQUID on the label. Also, in checking the previous

consumption and trial purchase rates of' squid along demo-

graphic lines, I observed no difference by sex  PURCHASE,

males=11/, females=12/, PRZVIOU8 CONSUMPTION, males=41/,

females=36/!. Squid buyers also tended. to come from the

midd.le income categoriesi 13 out of 15 buyers of squid

were from the second and third, income categories as

denoted on the questionnaire form.

I next tried to d.etermine whether or not the

insertion of a pic ure had, any effect on the attitude

score of the respondents. Fxhibit 6-4 shows a histogram

of attitude scores for the picture and, no-picture cases.

The no-picture case had a mean atti tud.e scoze of 15.8

with a variance of 21.9, while the group which had a

picture inserted in their questionnaire forms had a mean

of 20.1 with a variance of 16.0. A Chi-square analysis

indicates that these two distributions are different at

only the .15 level of significance. If the strong
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Exhibit 6-0

Histogram oi Attitude Soores

I 1 4 t



assumption that the d.istributions are normally d.istributed.

is made, an analysis of the difference of means shows that

the difference is significant at almost any level. The

appropriate calculations are included. in Appendix C.

However, upon vi.ewing the histograms, much of the differ-

ence seems to be caused. by a larger number of very

negatively d.isposed respondents of the no-picture case,

Whi.le the insertion of a picture may have had an effect

towards improving attitudes towards squid, this effect is

clearly very small.

If a respond.ent had. answered. NKJTRAL to all nine

attitude statements, he would have received. an attitude

score of zero. It is therefore interesting to note that

for the group not receiving a picture, 75/ had positive

attitude scores. This percentage was even higher for the

group that d.id. receive a pi.cture. Even taking the problem

of non-response bias into account, this seems to be a

very high percentage of positive attitudes,

The final stage of the analysis was an attempt to

determine what factors were important in a respondent's

decision to purchase a squid product. The sample was

grouped into two sets~ purchasers of squid products and.

non-purchasers. For this stage of the analysis, only

respondents who were not given a picture of fried squid

rings were used. Since the picture was placed. between the
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trial purchase and the attitude measurement sections of

the questionnaire, the presence of the picture would

contaminate the intended purchase vs. attitude analysis.

The Hiomed Stepwise Discriminant Analysis, BMDO'7PI, computer

program was employed.

The first model used, the naive hypothesis that

attitude alone can discr1minate buyers from non-buyers.

%bile attitude and. trial purchase were correlated in the

same direction  higher att1tude, higher intended purchase! ~

the discriminant funct1on was poor in pred.icting «ho

buyers «ould. be, The resulting function «as able to proper-

ly classify only 28 of 53 people.

The next model of trial purchase used, attitude score,

average «ectly fish consumption, past squid consumption

�,1!, labelling  O,i depending on «hether the word,

SEAPOOD or SQUID was used, to identify the product!, and

price  O,l depending on whether the squid. product «as

priced equally or below the clam product substitute!. The

use of 0,1 variables is not strictlg allo«ed. in a

discriminant analysis. However, it was felt that their use

would. not disturb the results greatly.

Surprisingly, four independent variables were

significant  P-statistics greater than 1.0! in determining

the discriminant function. Furthermore. discriminant

groupings were quite distinct  P-statistic was 2.0 for
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the d1fference in the dlscriminant function group means!.

The order in which the independent variables

entered. ~as ~

1 - LABELLING

2 - ATTITUDE SCORE

PREVIOUS SQUID COHSUMPTION

0 - PRICE

The magnitude of the importance of each factor can be

determined by subtracting the corresponding coefficients

of the tao discriminant functions. The higher the absolute

value of the difference, the more important that variable

is in discriminating buyers from non-buyers. If this ie

done for all four independent variables, the result is

that labelling  usa of the word SEAFOOD vs' the word

SQUID in identifying the product! plays the most important

role in discr1minating purchasers from non-purchasers. The

resulting dlscrlmlnant functions were able to properly

classify 40 of 53 respondents.

Ds I STRY N I VS

hs mentioned previously, the question of Mether

or not the consumer ~ill accept squid 1s only one of

many questions .that must be" answered. The reactions of

processors, brokers, fishermen, etc,, towards the domestic



introduction of processed squid products ls vital. Thus,

a ma!or portion of my investigations was concerned. with

interviewing various members of the seafood marketing

chain, and obtaining their attitudes towards squid and.

towards the three processed product formsQ

Xn general, Z ~ould. characterize their attitudes

as being extremely negative. I would venture to say that

people within the seafood industry vere more negative

towards the domestic introduction of squid., than the

general consumer population. Mazier longtime seafood. business-

men were quick to state that a successful introduction

of a processed, squid product form would be impossible.

Host agreed that the name SQUZD was the product's greatest

detriment, and any attempt to introduce a nev squid.

product must be accompanied with a change in name. This

view is in agreement &th the results of the mail ques-

tionnaire survey ~

Many other suggestions vere offered. The one which

occurred most was the possibility of exporting squid, to

Europe. However, it seems clear that the processors inter-

viewed would be hesitant to undertake the manufacture cf

squid in the forms Z suggested. to them. Mith the perceived

lov volume and the swift duplication available to competi-

tars, the pioneering of squid products was viewed as being

unfavorable from an economic perspective.



I, FROZEN CL NED HART

The American consumer buys f'rom 10 to 20 million

pounds of fresh or frozen uncleaned squid a year, As stated

previously, most of this trade is directed at the urban

ethnic markets, both household. and. restaurant. Xn the

course of my investigations I began to ~onder whether a

frozen, but glea~ne product might not be able to gain a

The cleaned product form ~ould save the consumer the time

required. to skin and. eviscerate the squid. This time saving

~ould, be considerable. Experienced squid. handlers take

around. 70 seconds to clean a pound. of Loligo, and up to

2 minutes to clean a pound, of Xllex. The unskilled. squid.

hand,ler would obviously require more time. This added

dimension of time savings and convenience may be especially

attractive to the restaurant trade.

In my ekperienee in preparing squid, X found the

skinning and cleaning phase to be the least desirable. Xf

my feelings axe common to those "Italian housewives" who

currently prepare squid ior their families, then it is felt

1 Estimates supplied, by Vincent Ampola, National Marine
Fisheries Service, Technical Laboratories, Gloucester,
Hassachusetts.
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that the extra convenience of a cleaned, form may induce

these people ta prepare squid, more often. My hypothesis is

that squid is eaten 1nfrequently at home because of the

long t1me it takes ta prepare. In addition to potential

increased. frequency of purchase, a cleaned squid form could

lead to an incx'ease in the trial purchase rate. The cleaned.

form has a much more appealing appearance than the uncleaned

f olm whi ch has tentacles, eyes, and head showing. Theref ore f

it is believed. that the cleaned product form could. command

a larger market than the uncleaned. form cux'rently obtains,

because of a higher trial purchase rate and a higher

frequency of purchase.

One of the maJor reasons that squid. packers have been

reluotant to skin and clean the squid. themselves has been

the labor consuming aspect of this operation. The skinning and.

cleaning phase alone would add 4Q8g a pound  depending on

size and species! to the processor's cost. However, if a

mechanized. cleaning process were installed, the processor

could skin and clean a pound. of squid for less than a penny. 1

However, the cleaned squid. mantle product form does

pose one problem which I have been unable to solve. Currently,

frozen cleaned squid. is sold. in 3 or 5 pound packages at a

price of around 60$ per pound.  the instability of squid.

1 Figure derived from cost estimates shown in Appendix B.
Calculations were made fox a production rate of 1 ton/hr.
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prices has already been mentioned!, While the convenience

aspect of cleaned squid. should command a small price

premium over the uncleaned product, the actual pxice per

pound figures would have to be drastically different. This

is due to the actual yield figures for squid.. The cleaned.

mantle comprises only 60$ of the total body weight of a

squid. Therefore, a housewife who currently buys three

pounds of uncleaned squid, is aotually buying only 1.8

pounds of mantles. It is unclear whether ox not the house-

wife will be able to diffexentiate the weight advantages

of a cleaned, mantle produot, Will she be willing to buy i.8

pounds of cleaned. mantles, as opposed to a 3 pound package

of uncleaned. squid.2 Actual package design and. information

content  stressing the cleaned. aspect! will be crucial to

a new cleaned product's success. Howevez', products such as

boned. chicken and. boneless steaks command a high pxemium

ovex' theix' unboned, substitutes, while having gained. consumer

acceptance.

In addition to the cleaned frozen mantles, a proces-

sor would be able to export canned., minced squid. obtained

from the regsining edible.e sections of the squid.  tentacles,

fins!,
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Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Suggestions

h, OCESS 8 Ul PRO CTS

The results from the taste panel test indicate that

all three processed squid products  chowder, cocktail, and

fried rings! have the potential of attaining a high level

of repeat purchase. However, readings from the telephone

interview survey and the mail questionnaire survey indicate

that potential trial purchase will be extremely law. The

fact that all market research was conducted in the Boston

metropolitan area seems to compound. the problem. The high

seafood orientation of this area would indicate that results

would be even poorer if research were conducted. elsewhere.

h situation of high potential repeat purchase and.

low potential. trial purchase is hardly uncommon to new

products. The accepted strategy among marketers is to employ

extensive promotion. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the

seafood industry  many small and fragmented. processors!, it

is believed that a squid, product, even if introduced, would

command very little promotional support.

Even if a large advertising campaign were undertaken,

 possibly by the government! it is unclear whether it ~ould

be of much benefit. Once agai~, my model of trial purchase isi

AWARENESS ~ ATTITUDE ~ TRXAK PURCHASE
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Advertising is most effective in changing the awareness af

the population, Only very effective advertising, and large

amounts of it, will change the attitudes of the population.

Furthermore, in the case of squid, the required change is

not from neutral to positive, but from negative to positive.

Therefore, it is unlikely that even heavy advertising ~ould

be of much use.

The sales volume of a processed squid product would

further be limited by the nature of its consumption. In

talking with squid eaters on the telephone and, in person,

the impression I received was that squid is treated more as

a delicacy than as a staple. This view coincides with the

findings of the telephone interview survey.

It seems as if the name SQUID, and its connotation,

is too tough an obstacle to overcome. The v1ews of exper-

ienced seafood businessmen and the results of the mail ques-

tionnaire survey agree on this point, Even if the FDA were

to allo~ a name change  an unlikely possibility!, new

stricter nutritional labelling requirements would still

require the name SQUID to be inalude8. on the listing of

ingredients.

The conclusion reached by this researcher is that

the potential market for a processed. squid product is too

small to warrant introduction. The squid market is clearly

tao small for a large processor, and it is at best marginal



, for a small seafood processor who might choose to concen-

trate his distribution to small groceries in urban ethnic

areas,

Be

The conolusion of not introducing a processed squid

product onto the domestic market was reached because of the

small potential for each of these products. The problem with

a processed. product is that it further segments the squ1d

market> a market which is very small to begin with. h new

product form, such as a frozen oleaned mantle, which covers

the entire squid market, has a greater chance of success,

With the development of mechanized squid cleaning apparatus,

technology now allows suoh a product to be produced econom-

ically.

If the current trend of fish price hikes and supply

shortages eont1nues, the American consumer may have to rely

on squid products to fill the gap, While the introduotion

of a processed squ1d product is unwarranted at present,

future introduction may become necessary, The presence of a

cleaned squid mantle on the market, with its pleasing appear-

ance, could have a great effeot in improving the public's

attitude towards squid,

Of the three processed products tested, the only
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product suited for future introduction is the fried rings.

The squid. chowder, which fared best on the taste panel test,

simply wouldn't be worth the r1sk. So little fish or clam

is used. in a chowder, that the cost advantage of squid over

clams would, be. minimal. hs for the cocktail form, the market

for th1s product form is in the restaurant trade. It seems to

make little sense fox' the processor to handle an item which

can easily be prepared by the restaurant~ especially a low

volume item such as squid cocktail ~ Vith the introduction

of a cleaned mantle product, the preparation of squid cock-

tail would. be trivial. The possibility of introducing the

fried. ring product form through the fast foo4 service market

should be investigated. If the price of squid remains low,

it could serve as an excellent source of low cost protein.

The advantage of the fast food service market is that the

name SQUID might be able to be disguised.

The cuxrent price levels and demand. for squid. 1n

Europe would indicate that the initiat1on of an organized

squid fishery off the New England coast wouM be a profit-

able venture. Xn addition, such a move would serve as a

first step in opening up the marketing channels of d,istri-

bution necessary for future domestic introduction of pro-

cessed squid products, The crucial first step of getting

the fishermen to fish fox squid would be accomplished. @hen

and. if demand warrants it, this source of squid could then
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be d.iverted from export trade to domestic production.

kt present the fishing nations of the world are

negotiating the possibility of extending territorial fishing

rights to a nev 200 mile limit. While the outcome of these

negotiations is uncertain, if territorial fishing waters are

to be extended, it would. further strengthen the conclusions

reached so far. If foreign fishermen were not allowed ta

fish within 200 miles of the U.S. coast, then U.S. fishermen

would. be able to fish ior all species at a new higher rate,

Zf supplies of other species became ample, the necessity for

squid. on the domestic market would. be reduced. Likewise, if

a 200 mile limit vere imposed, the foreign demand for squid

would rapidly outstrip supply  a great deal of foreign squid

f1shing takes place within 200 miles of the U.S,! and. cause

foreign yr1ces to escalate. Supply and d,emand, factors would

favor U.S. exports of squM at a heightened level.

Ce PIN SUGGESTS RS

1 ~ The d.omestic 1ntroduction of processed. squid products,

in whatever form, is economically unwarranted at the present

time.

2. The domeetio introduction of a frozen ~a ean d mantle

product seems !ustified. The cleaned product form should

command a price premium over the existing frozen, but
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uncleaned form. The exact nature of the price structure

must be investigated.

3, The utilization of the Berk mechanical cleaning apparatus,

for use with the frozen cleaned mantle form, seems Justified

at even Low levels of demand.

Exploitaion of the European market should begin. The

establishment of an east coast squid. fishery', seLling frozen

uncleaned. squid directly to Europe, is caLled. for.

5. Continuing effort should. be given to develop industrial

squid products. Also, further market research to identify'

acceptable squid products for the domestic market is neces-

sary. Research into the possible introduction of squid

through- the fast food service market is called. for.
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Appendix h 1

Processing of Squid Products

8 eaded froze ri s

a. Cut off tentacles and fins,

b. Eviscerate by hand or using special machinery.

c. Wash in cold �2-15 C! running watter, to remove any
dirt, ink or visoexa adhering to the surface of the mantles.

d. Scald in hot water �0oC! fox 2 minutes. This step
facilitates the skinning operation.

e. Skin by hand or using special machinery.

f. Cut mantle transversely into uniform, circular rings'

Bread the rings-
1! First dust with dry batter mix or flour.
2! Dip in batter.
3! Bread rings.

h. in s fax de f i - Freeze ior preservation.

h-1 ~ Bin s for oven heatin - Oil blanch rings at 12$ C
o

fox 2 minutes.

i. Freeze for preservation.

1 Taken from ~ Berk, Zeki, "Processing Squid for Food ",
N. I ~ T. Sea-Grant Program. Report No. NITSG 74-1 3,
Massachusetts Insti tute of Technology, Cambridge.
Massachusetts, February 1 5, 1 974.



82 Canned S uid. S ri s Chu s
Steps A through Z as described above.

Cut squid into desired. shape.

Fill cans 2/3 full and add brine.

Composition of brine<

l liter eater
20 grams salt
20 grams sucrose
1 gram citric acid
2 grams monosodium glutamate

0
h, Exhaust cans in a ~ater bath at 95-97 C for 8 minutes.
This is the length of time required to bring the temperature
at the center of the can to 75 C.

i' Seal cans.

Process cans in a retort at li5 C for 40 minutes.

Preparation of this product is basically the same as
that of squid strips. Only the cutting phase is different.

Figure A-1 gives a graphical floe chart of the

preparation procedures.
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Exhibit A-1

MINCE

TRIÃ

ADD BRINEDUS
BREA

~MINCED ~ NXX

PILL IN CANS
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Squid Chowder �2 Servings!

6 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup chopped onion
2 oups boiling water
4 cups potato cubes
2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
4 cans minced squid
$ cups scalded milk and oxeam

 g cups misc and 2 cups cream!

Ingredientsr

Preparation<

a, Saute onion in butter,

b. hdd water, potato cubes, salt and. pepper.

c. Boil until potatos are soft.

4. hdd squid and heat.

e, had. milk and. cream and serve,
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hppend,ix B

Production Costs for the Berk Mechanized Squid Cleaner

Fixed Znvestmant Costs

hssumptions squid linea are added to existing fish
processing plant. No additional space, other than freezer
space required.

h! F ied s uid rin s in in 000$

1 ton/hr 5 tons/hr 10 tons/hr

30 125 250Baw material hand.ling

20

10

804012

So12Freeze tunnel

Manual packaging tables 10

Product storage  frozen OoP!
for 1 month production 40020050

in 00048! Ca e ad.

Raw material hand. ling 30 125 250

Eviscerating, cleaning 4
blanching 20

~ Raw squid, input rate

1 hll cost estimates were supplied by Professor Zeki Berk,

Eviscerating, cleaning k
blanching
P

Cutting

Battering 4 breading

1 ton/hr 5 tons/hr 10 tons/hr



Cutting

Piller

Brine preparation line

Exhaustion  bath to heat cans!

Sealer

Retorts k controls

' .'20

20

20

3

4Casing 4 labelling

Product storage � month! 60 120

ot P uo

h!oeu

Squid

Batter  dry!

Bread,ing

Boxes ~ ~pping

Cases

1000 lbss

i00 lbs.

250 lbse

1030

80

Steam megl i gable

Poser

Labor - unskilled, 8 man-hrs

B! N nc d. c d s

Per 1000 No. 1 cane �00 grams!

800 lbsSquid 1030

Per 1000 10 ounce packages, assuming 60$ squM,
coating,



$ LbsiSalt

$00 lbs.

0 ~ 50 lb,

Squid 1000 lbs.

5 lbs.SaLt

20�

300 lbs.

1$ msn-hrs.

Sugar 5 lbs.

Cirtic Acid 0 ~ 25 lb.

Per 1000 No. 2 cans �00 grams!

Cases

Steam

Foyer

Labor - unskilled

Cases

Steam

PoNer

Labor-
unski lied 10 man-hr
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hppendix C

Mall Questionnaire Interview Form

Stat istioal Analysis





In the first part of the questionnaire I will ask you to
put yourself in the following situations

You ale in a superma. ket doing your food grocery shopping.
You are contemplating three meals to make at home> all of which
will start with a bowl of soup, The supermarket has a selection
of eight varieties. How many cans of each will you bu~

Remember, you may buy more than one can of a particular
variety. However, you must buy a total of three cans of soup.

All soups are condensed and require the addition of an
equal portion of milk. All can! are 11 ounces.

A list of ingredients may be found on the last page of this
questionnaire.

Number cane purchased
1! CREAM OF CHICKEN - 19'
2! CLAlT' CHOWDER

3! 0"STER STEW - 47g
U! TOMATO - IUD,
5! SQUID CHO'>'tD:;R - 35<
6! CREAM OF SHRIIHP - 51'
7! CREAM OP MUSHROOM 18'
5! MINESTRONE � 224

The next part of the questionnaire is similar to the

first part. The difference now is that I will ask you to choose
among eight different lunchtime main dishes, Again you are to
choose three items, and may again choose more than one of each.

1! BEEF STEW - 15 ounce can - b3g

2! FRIED CLANS - net weight 5 ounces - 67g
3! CHEESE RAVIOLI - 12 ounces - frosen - 61'
U! SEA SCALLOPS - 7 ounces � frozen � 41.15

5! SQUID RiilGS - 7 ounces -frosen - 534

6! MACARONI 4 CHEESE - 12 ounces-frozen-6lg

7! SPAGHETTI * NEATBALLS - 15 ounce Can- kg

5! CHICKEN TV DINNER - 794
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Xn fact, we at N.I.T. are experimenting with the use of

squid in a variety of supermarket type food products, lfe are
aware that most people do not even know what squid is, However',

if you do know what squid is please complete the rest of the
questionnaire. If you do not knew what squid is, please return
the questionnaire without filling out the remaining sections.

Briefly dkecribe what squid means to you,

Have you ever eaten squidV Yes ~ No ~

Are you the ma]or food shopper in your households Yes ~ No ~

How many times a week do you eat fishV

Male ~ Pemale ~

Family Income - Below $5,000 ~
$$,000 � $12 F000 ~

$12,000 - $2v,000 ~
Above $20,000 ~
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Xere is a picture of one of the products which we at N.I.T.
are testing. We call it SQUIO RINGS. It is a frozen food form
made up of squid and a crisp breaded coating. It can be frozen
for an indefinite period and then simply dropped into an oven

for 15 minutes to prepare.



finally> please mark down  oircle the appropriate apot!
whether you AGREE STROf4GT.Y, AGRE%;, AM l4RUTJM , pISAGRKK or
DISAGREE O'NONGIY with the following statemente+

mme mneme mX e wnewmX m IemeeaXma m

Squid is very hard to find.

I wouldn't eat squid if you
gave me 5 dollars.

! wouldn't eat squid if you
gave me 100 dollars<

Squid stays fresh for a
long time.

Squid is healthy to eat<

Please place the questionnaire in the self-addressed stamped

envelope and-mail it as soon as possible. Let me again thank you
for taking the time to complete this questionnaire and in helping
further our research.

Eat squid, you' ve got to be
kidding.

I'd probably feel sick if I
ate squid.

Lots of people like squid.

Squid ie a low calorie food>
therefore ie good for diets.

Sgyy@Y Aa.m NSvt~ DISAG>m pgggg

me mXmmmmmmmmXImmI mmXmmmmmmmXmawe mmmm WXmmmm

mmmXmm mmmm j immmamX+ImiaeeeXmam~mammXmmmm

X - - - X - ~ X- ~ � X~~ -~ "X-�

mamXamw~mameXmmiwmaXawwmmmwXmmmaammmmXm~~e

m~mXemm I maamXm mmmamXarm am Ieee XI aye~maamXm

~aXame r ~aamXaaa~~Xm~am~~aXea e~m
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In redients List

~Sou s

CREAN OP CHICKEN

CLAN CHOWDER-

OTSTER STEW

TONATO

SEA FOOl

CREAM OF SHRIb1P-

GREAN OF NUSHROON-

NINES TRONE

LIInch Nain Dishe"
BEEF STEW Beef Stack, Patatos, Coaked Beef, Carrots, Peas,

Tomatos, Water, Patata Starch, Vegetable Oil,
Wheat Flour, Salt, Corn Starch, Sugar, Onions

Clams, Flour, Corn Neal, Dry Milk, Pickle Relish,
Vegetable Shortening, Onions, Sugar, Salt,
Nonosodium Glutamate, Spices

Water, Semolina Flourf Ricotta Cheese, Eggs,
Parmesan Cheese, Vegetable Oil, Foad Starch,
Salt, Spices, Tomato Puree, Corn syrup, Olive Oil
Sea Scallops, Toasted Wheat, water, Corn Flour,
Dry Nilk Solids, Dried whey, Salt, Dried Eggs,
Dextrose, Sucrose, Vegetable Oil, Spices
Squid, Flour, Corn Neal, Vegetable Shortening,
Dry Nilk, Onions, Salt, Sugar. Nonosodium
Glutamate, Spices

Skim Nllk, Nacaroni ~ Cheese, Flour, Nargarine,
Vegetable Oil, Salt, Nanosodium Glutamate

NACARONI 8f CHEESE

CHEESE RAVIOLI

SEA SCALLOPS

SEXFMD

Chicken Broth, Chicken, Wheat Flour f Creamf
Carrots, Salt, Vegetable Oil, Pood Starch,
Celery, Sugar, Man at Dry Nilkf Chicken Fat,
Flavoring including Onion, Nonosodium Glutamate,
Paprika

Water, Clams, Potatoe, Ploux., Butter ~ Presh
Onions, Shox'tening, Salt, Sugar and Flavorings
Nilk, Oystexs, water, Butter, Salt> Nonosodium
Glutamate, Disodium Phosphate, Sodium Bicarbonate,
Spices

Tamat~f Sugarf Food Starch-Modified, Wheat Flour,
Salts, Onions, Cream, Soy 011, Spice, Flavoring
Water, potatas, Squid, Red Peppers, wheat Flour,
Vegetable Oil, Nonasodium Glutamate, Onions,
Flavoring

Water, Shrimp, Cx'earn, Sauterne Wine> Tamatos,
Margax inc, Wheat Flour, Pood Starch, Monosodium
Glutamate, Salt, Sugar, Onions, Flavox'ing
Water, Kushrooms, Vegetable Oil, Whaet Flour,
Cream, Nargarine, Salt, Sugar, Tomatos, Dry Nilk,
Nonasodium Glutamatef Plavoring

Beef Stock, Carrots, Potatos, Tomatas, water,
Celery, Peas, Green Beans, Zucchini, Salt, Sugar,
Vegetable Oil, Cheddar Cheese, Spinach, Nonosadoium
Glutamate, Onions, Flavoring
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SPAGXETTI k MEATBALLS - Beef, Spaghetti> Water> Sugary Chbdd4X' Cheese,
salt, carrots, onions, citric Aci4, Flavoring

CXICm TV DINNER - Chicken, Potatae, Sugar, Salt, Vegetable Oil,
Corn Syrup, wheat Flour, Spices, Dry Milk/
llonoeodiue Glutaaate, Flavoring
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